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One of the most time-consuming stages during the home buying process is conveyancing, with a recent 
Landmark Information Group report showing a timescale of 133 days from conveyancer instruction 
to completion. We worked with UK-based company Collaborative Conveyancing Limited, a technology 
pioneer whose initial focus is solving the long- standing conveyancing enquiries problem. They are 
building a platform that uses artificial intelligence (AI) to automate the plethora of enquiries that cause 
so much delay and stress for all parties, many of which are purely administrative in nature, freeing up 
the conveyancer’s time.

Data scientists at the STFC Hartree Centre used AI and natural language processing (NLP) to automate 
the categorisation of incoming enquiries. The team built a full software stack to process and clean data 
by identifying important information and tagging relevant enquiries. This used the Hartree Centre’s 
supercomputing facilities, to enable fast solve times and detailed analysis with 94% of all enquiries 
identified. The new workflow immediately showed AI improving and accelerating the conveyancer 
process with the software stack tool developed by the STFC Hartree Centre data scientists.

The power of cutting-edge AI is helping to expedite the home buying process, shortening the 
entire conveyancing stage. The new software stack tool is helping to automate workflows and 
ease conveyancer workloads, reducing stress and delays. This project has led to a job creation 
with Collaborative Conveyancing expanding their team by hiring a data scientist to manage the 
models categorising enquiries. The STFC Hartree Centre is continuing to work with Collaborative 
Conveyancing to build an automated solution for property lawyers that reads inbound enquiries, 
classifies them and structures responses .

- Chris Harris of Collborative Conveyancing 

“We are using cutting-edge technology and applying this to conveyancing, 
ultimately making the home buying process quicker, more transparent 
and less stressful. We are building something that supports conveyancers 
dealing with the increasingly painful and time consuming task of dealing with 
conveyancing enquiries, for the benefit of everyone.” 


